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Unlock the Potential of New Technology


Ensure new technology becomes an engine for growth and efficiency with our automated test and assurance.


Learn moreRead our blog


The Impact of AI on Data Center Networks
Learn about the key role high-speed Ethernet plays as data centers transform
Learn more

Realism: Essential to GNSS Testing
In the world of PNT, infinite circumstances can affect performance. Are you prepared?
Download eBook



We ensure technology works
Our clients are among the smartest, most transformative technology providers in the world. Across their respective industries, they’re blowing past the frontiers of innovation in ways we never imagined possible. And together, we’re forging the future.







See What Spirent Can Do for Your Business
Our mission is to help our customers innovate faster and reduce costs. See why industry leaders choose Spirent.
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Press Release
Spirent Supports H3C to Complete Industry’s First Large-Scale 800G Test 
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Blog
Spirent Supports DISH Wireless to Test its First-of-its-Kind 5G Network
ByRajaram (Raj) Balasubramanian · 2 min read
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Press Release
NTT DOCOMO Selects Spirent for O-RAN Ecosystem Testing
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White Paper
Telefónica Leverages Spirent Continuous Testing for Agile Delivery of 5G Private Networks
 

Read white paper[image: Right arrow icon]





Looking for benefits achieved by other industry leaders? Explore all of our case studies and customer references.

VIEW CASE STUDIES



Accelerate Development and Ensure Performance in the Real World
Our solutions address the rising complexity and expanded security vulnerabilities of next-generation technologies so our clients can deliver the innovative products and services they’ve promised.
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5G
Accelerate 5G releases with an agile, cloud-native development approach
Learn more[image: Right arrow icon]
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Active Assurance
At-a-glance visualization of where issues are happening before users are impacted.
Learn more[image: Right arrow icon]
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High-Speed Ethernet
Recreate real-world conditions in the lab to validate next-gen network and cloud infrastructure
Learn more[image: Right arrow icon]
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Positioning
From autonomous vehicles to fighter jets – ensure precise & reliable positioning
Learn more[image: Right arrow icon]
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Cybersecurity
Assess the security of 5G and cloud from the supply chain to the live network
Learn more[image: Right arrow icon]

What’s New at Spirent?
Learn how we’re helping our customers innovate faster and ensure new products perform.
View Spirent blog[image: Right arrow icon]
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Press Release
Spirent Showcases Advanced Ethernet Validation Solutions at OFC 2024
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Press Release
Spirent Report: 5G Standalone and Private Networks Ready to be Unleashed
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Press Release
Spirent Moves Testing into the AI Fast Lane with Industry’s First AI Traffic Emulation Platform for Ethernet
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Press Release
dSPACE and Spirent Partner to Deliver Integrated Automotive Test Solutions
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Automated testing & assurance for networks, security, and positioning

Accelerating time to market, reducing complexity, optimizing user experience, and hardening security defenses.
TALK TO AN EXPERT
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Featured Content
Spirent Academia Program
Become a University partner in the Spirent PT Academia Program and collaborate with engineers worldwide in a range of different research, product development and product innovation partnerships. Download our eBook or email academia.office@spirent.com.
Learn more[image: Right arrow icon]
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